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Task Description:

The Field Test (FT) proposal represents a joint effort between the Neuroscience and Cardiovascular Laboratories at the
Johnson Space Center and the Institute of Biomedical Problems Sensorimotor Laboratory and Cardiovascular
Laboratory, Moscow, Russia. The primary goal of this proposal is to determine functional performance in long-duration
space flight crews beginning as soon after landing as possible (< 2 hr) with one to three immediate follow-up
measurements on the day of landing. This goal has both sensorimotor and cardiovascular elements with an evaluation of
NASA’s new compression garment with the Russian traditional Kentavr garment. In addition to the immediate
post-landing collection of data, post-flight data was acquired at several timepoints on landing day to characterize
recovery to preflight baseline levels. Clearly measurable performance parameters such as the ability to perform a seat
egress, recover from a fall or the ability to see clearly when walking, and related physiological data (orthostatic
responses) are required to provide an evidence base for characterizing programmatic risks and variability among
crewmembers. Overall, these early functional and related physiological measurements will allow for the establishment
of a sensorimotor and cardiovascular recovery time constant that has not been previously captured in over 50 years of
space flight. 
Specific Aims: 

1. Quantify functional performance from measurements on long-duration crewmembers taken as close in time to landing
as possible. 

2. Develop a recovery timeline of functional performance on long-duration crewmembers. 

3. Determine the efficacy of U.S. and Russian compression garments as countermeasures for alleviating orthostatic
intolerance. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:
This research is directed because it contains highly constrained research, which requires focused and constrained data
gathering and analysis that is more appropriately obtained through a non-competitive proposal. 
  

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Vestibular and sensorimotor alterations represent one of the greatest clinical challenges impacting crew activities
following G-transitions. In order to capture the initial decrements in performance, we successfully developed a portable
set of measures and recording instrumentation that was compatible with relatively harsh environments. The fall risks on
Earth associated with vestibular and sensorimotor impairment are underestimated largely due to the lack of testing
available to the general population. The National Institutes of Health has been actively funding efforts to develop a
Toolbox of field measures for the vestibular, vision, and motor sensory domains. We propose that the portable measures
validated during our Field Tests will be beneficial for the broader characterization of how vestibular and sensorimotor
deficits contribute to fall risks on Earth. 
  

Task Progress:

Following the transition of landing site data collection to the Standard Measures project, the Field Test was extended to
complete data collection and analysis with the Russian cosmonauts. During this reporting period, the final three Russian
subjects completed the Field Test (FT) following the 58S, 59S, and 61S Soyuz landings. Together the NASA and
Russian teams collected data on a total of 38 different United States Orbital Segment (USOS) and Russian
crewmembers in both the pilot and full Field Test, with 7 Russian crewmembers being tested twice (total of 45 tests).
Eighteen subjects (7 Russian, 11 USOS) completed the reduced FT (pilot) protocol and 27 subjects (16 Russian and 11
USOS) participated in the full FT. Of the full FT, two (1 Russian, 1 USOS) were one-year mission crewmembers and
one (USOS) was on orbit for 9 mo. 
Lee et al. (Front Physiol, 2020--see Bibliography section) published the results of the portion of FT designed to
demonstrate the ability of a lower body gradient compression garment (GCG) to protect against an excessive increase in
heart rate and a decrease in blood pressure during standing after long-duration spaceflight. In this manuscript, they
presented the results of the eleven USOS astronauts (9 M, 2 F) that completed the full FT protocol. The stand test
protocol consisted of 2 min of prone rest followed by 3.5 min of standing. Subjects completed one familiarization
session and two preflight data collection sessions in standard clothing. Three tests on landing day while wearing GCG
were conducted 1-4 h (R+0A), ~12 h (R+0B), and ~28 h after landing (R+0C). All astronauts completed the stand test
preflight. Three astronauts were unable to attempt the stand test at R+0A, and one of these was unable to start the test at
R+0B. One astronaut was unable to complete 3.5 min of standing at R+0B (test ended at 3.3 min). A review of the
individual's blood pressure data revealed no hypotension but the astronaut reported significant motion sickness. Of the
astronauts who participated in testing on landing day, the heart rate and mean arterial pressure responses to standing
(stand-prone) were not different than preflight at any of the postflight sessions. Therefore, wearing the GCG after space
flight prevented the tachycardia that normally occurs while standing after space flight without compression garments
and protected against a decrease in blood pressure during a short stand test. 

A special issue of the Russian journal Aerospace and Environmental Medicine (Aviakosmicheskaia i ekologicheskaia
meditsina) is pending publication to honor the Co-PI of the FT, our long-time colleague Dr. Inessa Kozlovskaya, who
passed away in February 2020. In this issue, Reschke et al. (see Bibliography section) summarize the FT methodology,
which has provided the basis for the sensorimotor portion of the Standard Measures which will be conducted through
the remainder of the International Space Station (ISS) program. As an example of the functional deficits observed,
Reschke et al. (Aersop Environ Med, 2020) presented results for 38 FT subjects on the seat egress and walking task that
involved turning 180 degrees and stepping over obstacles. Significant increases in the time-to-complete this task on
landing day were observed. The differences were greatest for the first trial using the 5 cm obstacle (t(37)= 10.5, p<0.01)
but were also highly significant for the 10 cm (t(37)= 8.0, p<0.01) and 15 cm obstacles (t(37)= 7.6, p<0.01). The greater
difference for the 5 cm obstacle was likely due to the fact that this was the first trial. This task referred to as the Walk
and Turn with Obstacle has recently been added to the Standard Measures protocol. 

The completion of the data analysis and publications has been impacted by COVID-19 related delays in receiving the
final set of Russian data. This transfer is expected during the upcoming fall (2020). A major focus of the analysis this
past year has been on characterizing the time course of recovery of three measures that were included in both pilot and
full FT protocols. We anticipate the draft manuscript describing these results to be submitted in the early portion of
FY21. 
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